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Abstract. Numerically addressing scientific questions such as simulat-
ing drug diffusion through the human stratum corneum is a challenging
task requiring complex codes and plenty of computational resources. The
UG4 framework is used for such simulations, and though empirical tests
have shown good scalability so far, its sheer size precludes analytical
modeling of the entire code. We have developed a process which com-
bines the power of our automated performance modeling method and the
workflow manager JUBE to create insightful models for entire UG4 sim-
ulations. Examining three typical use cases, we identified and resolved a
previously unknown latent scalability bottleneck. In collaboration with
the code developers, we validated the performance expectations in each
of the use cases, creating over 10,000 models in less than a minute, a feat
previously impossible without our automation techniques.

1 Introduction

A broad variety of research questions in natural sciences is formulated in terms
of partial differential equations. The range of applications reaches from clas-
sical continuum field descriptions - such as fluid dynamics, electromagnetism,
or structure mechanics - over biological settings - e.g., drug diffusion through
the human skin or computational neuroscience - to non-physical settings such as
computational finance. Numerical simulations can be used to predict or compare
with measured physical behavior and help to gain insight into the underlying
physical processes. A software framework focusing on the grid-based solutions
of these problems is UG4 [28].

Such simulation codes demand increased computational resources to perform
larger and more refined simulations. Therefore, they must scale to the largest
computing clusters to benefit from available computing power. However, code
developers face two challenges: First, the source code is large, making manual
analysis and optimization of the code time consuming and error prone. This
creates a strong need for an automated workflow supporting scaling analysis.
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Second, code developers have to consume lots of computing resources for test-
ing and can only run tests up to their currently available process counts. This
requires a workflow that allows performance modeling using data from smaller
process counts and hence offers the possibility to resolve performance bottle-
necks at an early stage of code development. As a byproduct, the models for
the resource consumption provide users with an estimate for the requirements
of production runs.

We expanded the automated performance modeling approach by Calotoiu
et al. [7] to meet the mentioned requirements. This approach creates performance
models from a small number of test measurements with a small numbers of
processes. The models are used to detect potential performance bottlenecks and
to predict the resource consumption at larger core counts. We have combined this
approach with the workflow manager JUBE [30] to facilitate the submission and
collection of numerous test simulations that serve as inputs for the performance
modeling approach. In this paper we focus on the applicability of our approach in
realistic code development scenarios and show how scalability issues are detected.

We demonstrate the power of our automated performance modeling process
by applying it to the software framework UG4. Given its approximately half a
million lines of C++ code, manually modeling the performance of UG4 is practi-
cally impossible, which is why it provides a good example for the benefits of our
approach. The major contributions of our work are:

– An automated modeling approach in combination with an automated work-
flow manager for a fast and streamlined detection of scalability issues.

– Demonstration of the tool chain by applying it to the large simulation frame-
work UG4 focusing on human skin permeation simulations.

– Discussion of two performance issues detected by our approach.
– Validation of the UG4 scaling behavior.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the UG4
simulation environment is presented, Sect. 3 outlines the modeling approach
and Sect. 4 gives an overview on the benchmark environment JUBE. Then, in
Sect. 5 we present three test cases where the tools are used in order to analyze
the UG4 simulation code. Sections 6 and 7 are dedicated to related work and
concluding remarks.

2 The UG4 Simulation Framework

The UG4 simulation framework (unstructured grids 4.0) [28] addresses the
numerical solution of partial differential equations and is implemented as a
C++ library. It uses grid-based discretization methods such as the finite ele-
ment method or the vertex-centered finite volume method [6]. Complex physical
geometries are resolved by hybrid, unstructured, adaptive, hierarchical grids in
up to three space dimensions. In addition, a strong focus of the software frame-
work is on efficient and highly scalable solvers, using algebraic and geometric
multigrid methods. The framework is parallelized using MPI. To simplify the
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Fig. 1. Illustration for a 1d parallel multigrid hierarchy distributed onto two processes.
Parallel copies are identified via horizontal (darker blue) and vertical interfaces (lighter
blue) (Color figure online)

usage, a separate library called PCL (parallel communication layer) has been
developed, which encapsulates the MPI calls and which provides lightweight struc-
tures for graph-based parallelization. A key feature of PCL is that parallel copies
of objects are not identified by global IDs. Instead, containers, called interfaces,
are used to store the parallel copies on each process in a well-defined order such
that identification can be done by these interfaces in an efficient way [20,21,28].

A typical simulation run consists of several phases, each with its own char-
acter, especially with respect to parallelization. At first, a computing grid is
required. In this specific work, we proceed as follows: A coarse grid describing
the domain is loaded onto one process. The grid is refined, creating new levels of
the multigrid hierarchy and after some refinements the finest grid level is distrib-
uted to empty processes, proceeding with the refinement in parallel. This process
can be iterated, successively creating a tree structure of processes holding parts
of the hierarchical grid. The grid refinement is mainly performed process-wise
and communication is only needed at redistribution stages [20]. An illustration
of the resulting hierarchy for a 1d distribution is shown in Fig. 1.

On the grid, the partial differential equations are discretized by assembling
large sparse matrices and corresponding vectors based on the grid element contri-
butions. Using only lower-dimensional parallel overlap (i.e., each full-dimensional
element is present on exactly one process, but the lower-dimensional boundary
has parallel copies on several processes), the assembly process can be performed
by traversing the full-dimensional elements only and therefore it is an inherent
parallel process. Given optimal load balancing, i.e., an equal distribution of the
elements across the processes, perfect scalability is expected for the assembly.

The most difficult part, from a parallelization perspective, is the subsequent
solution of the matrix equation. Since the algebraic structures are distributed,
solvers naturally involve parallel communication. Multigrid methods are of opti-
mal complexity (linear in the degrees of freedom) and thus a good candidate
for weak scaling. They compute corrections iteratively to approximate the solu-
tion. On every level, simple iterative schemes, called smoothers, are applied and
the problem is transferred to coarser grids in order to compute coarse correc-
tions [6,13]. Our multigrid solver is based on the above-mentioned hierarchically
distributed multigrid. Especially on coarser grid levels, where less computational
work has to be done, fewer processes are involved in the solution algorithm. In
addition, Krylov methods such as CG and BiCGStab are implemented [14].
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Their parallelization is mainly based on the parallelization of the matrix-vector
and vector-vector products that appear in their formulation.

3 Automated Performance Modeling

We developed an automatic performance-model generator [7,8] for the purpose
of simplifying the identification of scalability bottlenecks in complex codes. Our
targets are scalability bugs defined as parts of a code that scale worse than
expected. To this end, we create performance models for each part of the code
at the level of function calls to better identify potential problems. Our focus is
to create simple, easy to read, insightful models quickly, as opposed to detailed,
precise models. In our studies, not only execution time is considered as a perfor-
mance metric, but also requirements such as the number of bytes injected into
the network or the number of floating-point operations are taken into account.
This helps developers not only to uncover the existence of potential scalability
bottlenecks, but also to explain their causes. For brevity, we will only present a
short overview of the method.

When conducting a scalability study, our tool takes measurements of metrics
(e.g., time, flops, bytes sent, . . . ) at different processor counts {p1, . . . , pmax} for
each individual program region (e.g., function call) as input. This is accomplished
by instrumenting the application and generating parallel profiles at runtime,
which are then analyzed post-mortem. Models describing the growth are gener-
ated for each region, called kernel, and can be analyzed either in an interactive
GUI, which displays a call tree of the application annotated with performance-
model information, or in text form as a ranked list, ordered by either predicted
execution time at a larger scale pt > pmax, or asymptotic by behavior.

3.1 Model Generation

Our model generator rests on the observation that the models describing the
behavior of parallel programs as a function of the number of processes are usu-
ally finite combinations of terms composed of polynomials and logarithms. For
practical purposes, models with two or three terms are often sufficient. The per-
formance model normal form (PMNF) below describes our representation, which
covers the practical cases encountered so far by virtue of the way that computer
algorithms are designed.

f(p) =
n∑

k=1

ck · pik · logjk
2 (p)

Moreover, the sets I, J ⊂ Q from which the exponents ik and jk are chosen
from can be quite small and still allow a large number of different behaviors to
be modeled. After creating the sets I and J and choosing n, all possible model
assignments, called model hypotheses, can be tried and the best candidate is then
selected via cross-validation [19].
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Fig. 2. JUBE workflow ([30])

3.2 Recursive Multigrid Extension

One of the core assumptions of our method is that a code will generate the same
call tree for each of the different processor counts {p1, . . . , pmax}. This allows us
to traverse the call tree and compare each individual function call and its behav-
ior. However, within a weak scaling study, the number of grid levels increases
with the process count. Since the multigrid algorithm is based on recursive calls
for each grid level, the involved code kernels are visited recursively more often.
This leads to a different call tree for different processor counts, which required
us to develop a special method to be able to analyze multigrid applications. To
handle this issue, we developed an extension to our method that compares the
different performance measurements and creates a call tree containing only such
kernels which are present in all measurements. The information of kernels which
have to be removed is not lost, but rather added to the parent kernel of the one
pruned from the call tree.

4 Automated Benchmarking Environment

The automated modeling of numerical software codes demands numerous exper-
iments with varying execution parameters – such as process counts, used solvers,
or physical parameters – and multiple repetitions, in order to ensure statistical
significance. Configuring, compiling, running, verifying its correctness, and col-
lecting results means a lot of administrative work and produces a large amount
of data to be processed. Without a benchmarking environment, all these steps
have to be performed manually. To facilitate all these tasks, Forschungszentrum
Jülich provided and improved JUBE (Juelich Benchmarking Environment) [30],
a script-based framework created to easily perform benchmark runs for different
sets of parameters, execution sizes, compilation options, computer systems, and
to evaluate the results thereafter.

Figure 2 shows the steps that are performed by JUBE in sequence: prepa-
ration, compilation, and execution, where each step might exist multiple times.
Each of these steps can be adjusted to a given code or application by modifying
XML-based setup scripts. The created runs can be verified and parsed by auto-
matic pre- and post-processing scripts that filter out the desired information
and store it in a more compact form for manual interpretation. With JUBE, it
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Fig. 3. Computing grids for the skin problem showing corneocytes (green) and lipid
channels (red). Left: geometry ratios. Right: 3d grid for 10 layers of corneocytes (Color
figure online)

is easy to create combinatorial runs of multiple parameters. For example, in a
scaling experiment, one can simply specify multiple numbers of processes, differ-
ent solver setups, and physical parameters. JUBE will create one experiment for
each possible combination, submit all of them to the resource manager, collect
all results, and display them together.

5 Results

Using the tools from Sects. 3 and 4, we analyze the UG4 code in three substudies:
In the first two tests, we focus on modeling drug diffusion through the human
skin. First, we analyze the code behavior under weak scaling, then we vary
the diffusivity of the skin cells over several ranges of magnitude. In the third
study, we compare two different types of solvers, again under weak scaling: the
geometric multigrid solver and the unpreconditioned conjugate gradient (CG)
method.

Drug Diffusion though the Human Skin. The outermost part of the epi-
dermis (stratum corneum) consists of flattened, dead cells (corneocytes), that
are surrounded by an inter-cellular lipid. The stratum corneum is the natural
barrier to protect underlying tissue, but still allows for the throughput of certain
concentrations (e.g., drugs, medicine). The latter process can be modeled by a
diffusion process, in which the diffusion coefficient within the corneocytes differs
from the one in the lipid. Different geometric representations of the stratum
corneum have been used to compute the diffusional throughput [17].

In the following two studies, we use a brick-and-mortar model (Fig. 3).
Assuming diffusion driven transport in the two subdomains s ∈ {cor, lip} (cor-
neocyte, lipid), the governing equation is given by

∂tcs(t,x) = ∇ · (Ds∇cs(t,x)).

The diffusion coefficient Ds is assumed to be constant within each subdomain
s ∈ {cor, lip}, but may differ between subdomains. For the scalability analysis,
we compute the steady state of the concentration distribution.

As solver, we employ a geometric multigrid method, accelerated by an outer
conjugate gradient method. The multigrid uses a damped Jacobi smoother, two
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Table 1. Skin 3d study: Models for kernels creating MPI communicator groups (top),
sparse matrix assembling, and multigrid (bottom). |1 − R2|, the absolute difference
between R2 and the optimum scaled by 10−3, which can be considered a normalized
error, confirms the good quality of all models

(resp. three) smoothing steps in 2d (resp. 3d), a V-cycle, and an LU base solver.
The iterations are completed once an absolute residuum reduction of 10−10 is
achieved. The main difficulty of this problem is the bad aspect ratio of the
computational domain (0.1μm vs. 30μm for the lipid channels). This is resolved
by three (resp. five) steps of anisotropic refinement to enhance those ratios. Base
solvers are applied at a level where ratios are satisfactory.

Weak-scaling Analysis of the 3d Skin Model. Using the 3d skin model
described above, we fix the diffusion parameter to Dcor = 10−3. Table 1 shows
models for a scalability issue we detected. In these kernels, we create MPI com-
municator groups for each level of the multigrid hierarchy, excluding processes
from the group that do not own a grid part on the level. In order to inform
every process on these memberships, we employ an MPI Allreduce for an array
of length p, resulting in a p · O(MPI Allreduce) dependency, that will lead
to scalability issues for large process counts. In these kernels, we substituted
MPI Comm split for MPI Allreduce, also eliminating the linearly growing input.
First tests do not show a significant improvement in runtime, however now the
dependency is O(MPI Comm split), whose scaling properties have been analyzed
for exascale purposes [22]. Enhanced algorithms for MPI Comm split are known
to scale with O(log2 p) [24].

Besides the above-mentioned issue, no further scalability bugs were detected,
i.e., no kernel scales worse than logarithmically (see Table 1 for examples). The
accumulated wallclock times for coarse-grain kernels (Fig. 4) show good scaling
behavior, and bounded iteration counts are observed. Our empirical approach
even reveals a rather small but apparent O(log2

2 p) dependent kernel during solver
initialization where the matrix diagonal is communicated.
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Fig. 4. Left: Measured wallclock times (marks) and models (lines) for the assembly,
the multigrid solver initialization, and the solution of the skin 3d problem. Right, top:
Number of grid refinements (L), degrees of freedom (DoF) and number of iterations of
the solver (ngmg). Right, bottom: Performance models for the kernels

Fig. 5. Instationary (left) and stationary (right) solution for a 2d geometry

Varying the Diffusion Parameter. Our second substudy highlights the
demand for a workflow manager. Biological case studies can require a variation
of input parameters over 10 orders of magnitude. Combining this with 5–10 dif-
ferent process counts in scaling studies, several solver setups and repetitions for
jitter reduction, easily hundreds of measurement runs have to be performed. We
use the JUBE manager for this task. This allows us to easily schedule, collect, and
analyze these runs. As an illustration, we present a study resembling results by
Nägel et al. [17]: Fixing the lipid diffusion coefficient to Dlip = 1, we vary the dif-
fusion in the corneocytes in the range of Dcor = 102, 101, . . . , 10−7, 10−8. Figure 5

Table 2. Results of the parameter variation study of a 2d skin problem using 1024
MPI processes on 9 levels (43,476,225 DoFs)

Dcor 102 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

Fbot 1.7e1 9.4e0 1.7e0 1.9e−1 2.1e−2 3.1e−3 1.0e−3 8.0e−4 7.8e−4 7.7e−4 7.7e−4

niter 27 26 26 26 26 26 25 25 25 25 25
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Fig. 6. Left: Measured times (marks) and models (lines) for the assembling and solver
execution for the conjugate gradient (CG) and multigrid (GMG) methods. Right, top:
Number of grid refinements (L), degrees of freedom (DoF) and number of solver itera-
tions (ncg, ngmg). Right, bottom: Performance models for the kernels

illustrates the solution at an early time step and the stationary case. The biolog-
ically interesting fluxes at the bottom of the domain, Fbot :=

∫
∂Ωbot

∇c dS, and
the iteration count for the multigrid solver are collected using JUBE (Table 2).
The relatively constant iteration count over the whole range of physical parame-
ters shows the robustness of the solver. The performance validation of the solver
could have never been so thorough without the use of our automated process,
allowing us to handle, analyze, and refine hundreds of experimental runs and to
provide insights to developers as quickly as possible.

5.1 Analysis of Algebraic Solvers

This section demonstrates the usability of the presented approach to validate
performance expectations. We analyze two solvers with known weak scaling
properties: the nicely scaling multigrid method and the unpreconditioned con-
jugate gradient method with known weak-scaling issues. Our tests will confirm
the theoretical expectations.

Weak Scaling Comparison of Multigrid and Conjugate Gradient. To
allow a theoretical analysis, we choose a well known test problem: For the model
equation −Δc(x) = f(x),x ∈ [0, 1]2, discretized on a regular grid with mesh
size h, it is known that the extreme eigenvalues of the resulting matrix are
given by λmin = 8h−2 sin2(πh/2) and λmax = 8h−2 cos2(πh/2) and therefore,
the condition number is given by κ := λmax/λmin = tan−2(πh/2) [14]. For the
CG method, it is known that the error reduction factor in each iteration step
can be estimated by

√
κ−1√
κ+1

[14] and the number of iterations needed to achieve
a prescribed reduction of the initial error by a factor of δ can be estimated by
niter(δ) ≤ 1

2

√
κ ln(2

δ )+1. For the model problem under consideration and a fixed
reduction factor δ, one can use the known condition number, the Taylor-series
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Table 3. Models for CG solver kernels in the weak scaling study. |1−R2|, the absolute
difference between R2 and the optimum scaled by 10−3, which can be considered a
normalized error, confirms the good quality of all models

approximation of tan, and the fact that 1
h is proportional to 2nref , where nref is

the number of refinements of the unit square, to estimate that the number of
iterations niter ∼ √

κ = tan−1(πh/2) ≈ 2
πh ∼ 1

h ∼ 2nref is related to the grid
refinement and will increase roughly by a factor of two with each refinement.
In contrast, for the multigrid method it is known that the reduction rate is
independent of the mesh size and, thus, a constant number of iterations can be
expected [13].

The multigrid results are equivalent to the skin tests. However, for the unpre-
conditioned conjugate gradient method, our empirical performance models reveal
an O(

√
p) dependency, expected via the explanation above. We increase the

process count and work load by a factor of four under weak scaling. Ideally, a
constant time is expected, but due to the increase by a factor of two for the iter-
ation count, models as shown in Table 3 are observed. We emphasize that one
invocation of matrix-vector or vector-vector products does scale and the increase
is due to the iteration count increase. A remedy of this issue can not be achieved
by implementation alone, but must be achieved by a change of the mathematical
method, e.g., using multigrid. Figure 6 shows a wall-clock time comparison.

6 Related Work

Performance modeling has a long history. Manual models proved to be very effec-
tive in describing many qualities and characteristics of applications, systems, and
even entire tool chains [5,18]. Recent approaches advocate source-code annota-
tions [27] or specialized languages [25] to support developers in the creation of
analytical performance models.

Various automated modeling methods exist. Many of these focus on learn-
ing the performance characteristics automatically using various machine-learning
approaches [15]. Zhai et al. extrapolate single-node performance to complex par-
allel machines using a trace-driven network simulator [32], and Wu and Müller
extrapolate traces to predict communications at larger scale [31]. Similar to our
method, Carrington et al. extrapolate trace-based performance measurements
using a set of canonical functions [9].
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Numerous codes for the solution of partial differential equations exist, and
several employ multigrid methods. There are a number of highly scalable geo-
metric multigrid methods [4,12,23,26,29] and highly scalable algebraic multi-
grid [1–3]. Gahvari and Gropp model the performance of geometric [11] and
algebraic multigrid methods [10]. Nägel et al. present an overview of how to
treat skin permeation numerically [16].

7 Conclusion

UG4 is a framework with around half a million lines of code employed to solve
problems such as drug diffusion through the human skin. With UG4, we have
demonstrated the power of our performance modeling process as a fast and
streamlined way to detect scalability bugs and validate performance expectations
of simulation codes. The JUBE workflow manager vastly simplifies and acceler-
ates the acquisition of performance measurements and our performance modeling
method automates model creation. After removing a previously unknown per-
formance bottleneck and validating the scalability of entire simulations, we can
confidently claim that UG4 is ready for exascale.
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